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INTRODUCTION

*Progress in Materials Science* publishes authoritative and critical reviews of recent advances in the **science of materials** and their exploitation in **engineering and other applications**.

Emphasis is placed on the fundamental aspects of the subject, particularly those concerning **microstructure and nanostructure** and their relationship to **properties (mechanical, chemical, electrical, magnetic, optical or biomedical)** including the atomistic and electronic nature of condensed phases. Also desirable subject matters are the **thermodynamics, kinetics, mechanisms and modelling of processes** which occur within solids, liquids and other condensed phases; experiments and models which help in understanding the **macroscopic properties of materials** in terms of **microscopic mechanisms**; and work which advances the understanding of the use of materials in **engineering, healthcare and other applications**. Materials of interest are **metallic, ceramic, polymeric, biological, medical and composite** in all forms. Manuscripts are generally of greater length than those found in journals specialising in research papers.

Contributors may be invited or interested authors may submit a proposal or manuscript via the online submission platform.

**Benefits to authors**
We also provide many author benefits, such as free PDFs, a liberal copyright policy, special discounts on Elsevier publications and much more. Please click here for more information on our author services.

Please see our [Guide for Authors](http://www.elsevier.com/locate/pmatsci) for information on article submission. If you require any further information or help, please visit our support pages: [http://service.elsevier.com](http://service.elsevier.com).
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**Submission declaration and verification**
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PREPARATION
**Proposal and submission**

Three routes are available for publication in *Progress in Materials Science*: **Invited manuscripts.** To submit your invited contribution, please submit your article via the Elsevier Electronic Submission System (EES). EES is available via the "Submit your Paper" button on the journal homepage. Please ensure that you clearly indicate the name of the inviting Editor in your cover letter. **Unsolicited proposals.** If you would like to write a Review for *Progress in Materials Science*, the Editors kindly request that a proposal is submitted first, consisting of proposed title, abstract, an outline, the author list, the expected length of the paper (in words) and a tentative submission date. In addition please supply a list of the authors' publications in the field of the review and CVs of all the authors. Proposals should be submitted via the Elsevier Electronic Submission System (EES). EES is available via the "Submit your Paper" button on the journal homepage. If your proposal is accepted, the full paper may be submitted as a "revision" to the proposal. **Unsolicited manuscripts.** The Editors kindly request that unsolicited papers are not submitted prior to the submission, and acceptance, of a proposal. However, authors may submit completed, unsolicited manuscripts to the journal if required - though the Editors note that processing such submissions will take more time and authors may expect a delay, and may be rejected on the basis of similarity to pending invited papers. Such articles may be submitted via the Elsevier Electronic Submission System (EES). EES is available via the "Submit your Paper" button on the journal homepage. In addition please supply a list of the authors' publications in the field of the review and CVs of all the authors.

All authors are expected to currently be research active in the fields for which they are writing a review. **Due to the extensive nature of the reviews, and to maintain balanced coverage, the Editors kindly request that no author/group submit more than two review proposals or papers per calendar year.**

While there are no formal minimum or maximum page or reference limits for *Progress in Materials Science*, article length generally exceeds that of a typical research article. It is expected that the review will contain sufficient content and references for a researcher in materials science to understand the current state of the field.

**Language (usage and editing services)**

Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture of these). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier's WebShop.

**Peer review**

This journal operates a single blind review process. All contributions will be initially assessed by the editor for suitability for the journal. Papers deemed suitable are then typically sent to a minimum of two independent expert reviewers to assess the scientific quality of the paper. The Editor is responsible for the final decision regarding acceptance or rejection of articles. The Editor's decision is final. [More information on types of peer review.](#)

**Manuscript Preparation**

**General**

Editors reserve the right to adjust style to certain standards of uniformity. Please use Word or Word Perfect files for the text of your manuscript.

**Structure**

Follow this order when typing manuscripts: Title, Authors, Affiliations, Abstract, Keywords, Main text, Acknowledgements, Appendix, References, Vitae, Figure Captions and then Tables. Collate acknowledgements in a separate section at the end of the article and do not include them on the title page, as a footnote to the title or otherwise.

**Text Layout**

Use double spacing and wide (3 cm) margins. (Avoid full justification, i.e., do not use a constant right-hand margin.) Ensure that each new paragraph is clearly indicated. Present tables and figure legends on separate pages at the end of the manuscript. If possible, consult a recent issue of the journal to become familiar with layout and conventions. Number all pages consecutively, use 12 or 10 pt font size and standard fonts. If submitting in hardcopy, print the entire manuscript on one side of the paper only.
**Corresponding author**
Clearly indicate who is willing to handle correspondence at all stages of refereeing and publication, also post-publication. All correspondence should be handled only by the corresponding author. Ensure that telephone and fax numbers (with country and area code) are provided in addition to the e-mail address and the complete postal address. Full postal addresses must be given for all co-authors. Please consult a recent journal paper for style if possible.

**Abstract**
A self-contained abstract outlining in a single paragraph the aims, scope and conclusions of the paper must be supplied.

**Figures**
Figures should ideally be supplied in JPEG or TIFF form, in the highest resolution possible. If authors wish to use a figure previously published elsewhere, the authors must ensure they have the appropriate permission to use the figure and that the figure is cited. [Permission to use figures previously published can usually be obtained quickly, by finding the relevant article on the Publishers website, and following links for Rights and/or Permissions].

**Formatting of funding sources**
List funding sources in this standard way to facilitate compliance to funder's requirements:

**Funding:** This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health [grant numbers xxxx, yyyy]; the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Seattle, WA [grant number zzzz]; and the United States Institutes of Peace [grant number aaaa].

It is not necessary to include detailed descriptions on the program or type of grants and awards. When funding is from a block grant or other resources available to a university, college, or other research institution, submit the name of the institute or organization that provided the funding.

If no funding has been provided for the research, please include the following sentence:

This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.

**Units**
Follow internationally accepted rules and conventions: use the international system of units (SI). If other units are mentioned, please give their equivalent in SI.

**References**
All publications cited in the text should be presented in a list of references following the text of the manuscript.

**Please note:** As per the Journal's guidelines, own references of the Authors should be highlighted in Yellow.

**Text:** Indicate references by number(s) in square brackets in line with the text. The actual authors can be referred to, but the reference number(s) must always be given.

**List:** Number the references (numbers in square brackets) in the list in the order in which they appear in the text.

**Examples:**

**Data references**
This journal encourages you to cite underlying or relevant datasets in your manuscript by citing them in your text and including a data reference in your Reference List. Data references should include the following elements: author name(s), dataset title, data repository, version (where available), year, and global persistent identifier. Add [dataset] immediately before the reference so we can properly identify it as a data reference. The [dataset] identifier will not appear in your published article.

Users of Mendeley Desktop can easily install the reference style for this journal by clicking the following link:
When preparing your manuscript, you will then be able to select this style using the Mendeley plug-ins for Microsoft Word or LibreOffice.

**Free Colour**

As a token of appreciation for your contribution to the journal, Elsevier is pleased to offer free reproduction of your colour of your images in print.

If, together with your accepted article, you submit usable colour figures, then Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge, that these figures will appear in colour on the web (e.g., ScienceDirect and other sites) and in the printed version. Further information concerning colour illustrations and costs is available from our Support Center and at https://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions.

**Tables**

Tables should be numbered consecutively and given suitable caption and each table is laid out on a new page. No vertical rules should be used. Tables should not duplicate results presented elsewhere in the manuscript (for example, in graphs). Footnotes to tables should be typed below the table and should be referred to by superscript lowercase letters.

**Data visualization**

Include interactive data visualizations in your publication and let your readers interact and engage more closely with your research. Follow the instructions here to find out about available data visualization options and how to include them with your article.
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**Online proof correction**
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